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ABSTRACT - The &m&.ing $nequw~ncies 06 equatohiae and axial &bed te-hahydrtopyfuan U-V 

bon& appm ahound 2190 and 2100 cm-’ , with a tie fnaPAA_y. These ~heqquencie6 CVLC 

Loomed by 20 -to 70 cm-’ u$wn an OR group .i~ added on C2. An &p2 hybhidiztion 05 the 

exocyceic oxygen may expeain this wm.i_ab& e{&ct. 

The stretching frequency of a C-D bond (2130-2180 cm-‘) is higher, in cyclohexane,3f; 

an equatorial bond than for an axial one 192 . If the C-D group is bonded to an oxygen ’ 

(or a nitrogen ‘), its frequency is lowered to 2050-21’00 cm -1 when the bond is in the 
4 plane of one of the oxygen lone pairs . As for the anomeric effect, the explanation is 

an electronic delocalization n(0) + o*(C-D). 

In this work, the tetrahydropyran molecules l_, 2, 2 and 4 are investigated and the 

conformation of the OR group is discussed. 
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a) R=CH 3 ; b) R = C(CH3)3 ; c) R = CH,-C& 

d) R = C6H5 ; e) R = @ieOCaH4 ; fJ R = ,pCICaHJ 

The preparation of these products is shown in the following scheme : 
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The spectra were registered in solution (0.5 cm cell), neat or, for the solids, in KBr. 

The non-deuteriated products were synthetized for the stmcture determination and introduced 

in the reference cell (double beam Spectrometer PYE UNICM.SP3 200) to alleviate mall 

signals not belonging to the C-D band (cases of 2: and $1. 

The C-D stretching bands of isomers 1 and 2 are well separated (fig.1). As expected the 

frequencies are centered around 2200 an-’ for 1 (2185 cm-‘, equatorial deuteriwn) and 
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arouud 2100 cm-’ for 2 (2103 cm-‘, axial deuterium). An interesting lrultiplicity appears, 

especially for 2 and in the CC14 solutions, with Av = 22 * 
-1 

Zcm 

-’ 
- for 2 (axial deuterium) 

and 9 f 2 cm for 1 (equatorial). This mltiplicity is not well explained and cannot 

occur, as in other cases, from a rotational isomerism 296 . 

Pia. 1 

The C-D stretching bands of compounds 1 and 5 
x : Cc14 solution of compound 1 (25 ~1.1~‘) 
y : Ccl4 solution of compound _l_ (44%) + 4 (56$)(50 ml.l-‘) 

2 : neat 1 + 2 - - 
1n the ~1~1, solution; the component at 2121 cm-’ is higher 

than that a; 2103 cm-’ 

The molecules 2 show,for an equatorial 

a variable lowering of the v C-D frequency 
of the bulkiness of the R group (Av = -15 

deuterium, 

depending . 

-1 for phenyl or t&-But groups, about -50 cm for methyl or benzyl groups, fig. 2) . The 

conjugation of an exocylic oxygen lone pair with o*(C-D) seems better for a small R group. 

In the conformation Al, the exocyclic oxygen has two sp3 lone pairs overlapping d(C-Oendo) 

(this is the stabilizing exe-anomeric effect) et o*(C-D). Wit such a conformation is not 

expected to be very sensitive to the steric hindrance of R. Recently, it has been propo- 

sed that the two oxygen lone pairs are not equivalent (sp’ hybridization of the endocyclic 
7 

oxygen) . The 2p(O) orbital being higher than an sp2 or sp3 lone pair gives a better 

overlap with a* of the polar group and is more concerned with the stabilizing anomeric 

effect. In the conformation A2, the exocyclic oxygen is hybridized sp2 and it is the remai- -I 
ning sp‘ lone pair which reduces the v C_Dfrequency.With such an hybridization the steric 

interactions of R are released (the 

more bulky R group, we may have 8 > 

oxygen bond angle is increased to 120”)) but for a 

30°, which reduces the overlaps and the Av value. 

V2 ?z _ 
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-lone pair 
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(‘3 = 60’) (e = 307 

The molecules 4 exhibit a similar behaviour, with a variable lowering for the vC_D fre- 

quency of the axial deuterium (Av = -20 cm ’ for the bulky R groups phenyl or t&-But and 

-’ -30 cm for R = methyl or benzyl, fig.3). But in this case there is a supplementary nul- 

-’ tiplicity, arising around 2030 cm (Av = -70 cm-‘) for 4a (R = CH3). The first band 

(v = 2072 to 2085 cm-‘) is well explained by the conformation RI, similar to A2. The new 

one, observed for 4a,may correspond to another conformation, probably B2, allowed only for 



Fig.Z:Solution CC14 

The C-D stretching 
Solution 

Fig.3:Solution CC14 

bands of molecules 2 and 4 . 
0.025 mle/litre .___ _- 

Fig.4: KRr pellets 

Solid state lmg/ZOOmg KBr 
Fig.2 : _, _, 3d 3e J_f give about the same spectra. 
Fig.3 : &I, v = 2044, 2085, 2110 cm- ‘; 4e, v = 2043, 2083, 2111, 2127 c%‘( pMeo-C6H4 ) 

Fig. 4 : Nat* 
42, v = 2046, 2087, 2110, 2127 m-1( pCl-C6H4 ) 

: band belonging to the natural product (&, a). 
The products 4c and & give spectra of low intensity (not sighificative). 
(The multiplicity observed in the solid state isnot related to a conformational 
mixture). 

small R groups. An important 

lower sp2 lone pair) but the 

lowering IAvl. 

part of the exo-anomeric effect is lost (overlap with the 

higher 2p orbital, interacting with o*(C-D) gives a greater 

Molecules 4. 

Bl B2 %x 

Concerning the electronic influence of the aromatic R .grou~s, the effect is slight in 

mlecules 4 and no observable in molecules 2 (fig.2 and 3). The phenyl group is probably 

conjugated to the @ lone pair in AZ, giving an electronic effect on the anomric stabili- 
8 zation . It may undergo a little rotation in Bl , becoming more conjugated to the sp2 lone 
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pair. As expected, an attractive substituent reduces the IAvl value. 

The vC_D stretching frequency is interesting to distinguish equatorial or axial tetra- 

hydropyran CZ-D bonds. It appears very sensitive to the presence of an anomeric group and 

to the orientation of the lone pairs of the oxygen atoms. All the results and the discus- 

sion seem in @od agreement with the hypothesis of an sp2 hybridization of the exocyclic 

oxygen. The publication of other applications of these results is following. 
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